
Slot games belong to the most popular real money chances in the casino industry. Almost all casino sites have a
variety of slot games for casino customers. However, players are only interested in the best slot opportunities and
we are trying to introduce a list of best 11 pokies.

The leading slot games have many things in common. First of all, they all have similar themes, a variety of bonuses
and interesting gameplay. Online casino customers can sample all slot chances and find the perfect fit as there is
not anything better than spinning slot reels. If you want to find the most popular slot titles, we are here to
represent the list:

Bruce Lee: Fire of the Dragon

This is one of the interesting slot chances which follows Bruce Lee on his journey. When you start the game, you
will see different gaming symbols including traditional Chinese instruments and art subjects. The slot is powered
by WMS company and includes 5 reels and up to 80 pay lines. Players can also enjoy different features like wilds,
free spins and similar. The game is available at Golden Nugget and Borgata platforms.

Monopoly: Money in Hand

Monopoly Money is a famous slot experience which takes place at monopoly board. Here you will see different
elements including gold trim, band tunes and immersive animation symbols. The game comes from WMS provider
and includes 5 reels and 10 pay lines. The game includes a double win feature which allows you to increase
winnings. You can start the game at Golden Nugget and Caesars Casino.

Deal or No Deal

Deal or No Deal is one of the most authentic slots created by Gamsys. The game features 5 reels and 20 pay lines.
Here you can choose from three coin sizes, hit one of three jackpots or take a progressive jackpot amount. The
slot is available at Virgin Casino.

Choose the Royal Vegas casino and enjoy an incredible amount of entertainment and fun. The provider has been
in operation since 2000 and features a massive choice of virtual and live games. It is licensed by the Malta Gaming
Authority.

Jumanji

Jumanji is another popular slot experience produced by NetEnt. The game is based on the same-named film from
1995. Jumanji includes 5 reels and 36 pay lines together with several important symbols. The most rewarding
elements are the lion, rhino, crocodile, pelican, wild, sticky symbols and free spins. The games are available at
Caesars and Golden Nugget platforms.



Wheel of Fortune: On Tour

Wheel of Fortune: On Tour represents an interesting slot chance with 5 reels and 20 pay lines. The game features
the story of the popular show where you can take a massive fortune. The game is produced by IGT developer
which makes some of the leading titles. Once you enter the game, you will enjoy a number of symbols and
random bonuses. The game is accessible at Golden Nugget, 888 Casino and Betfair.

Monopoly Mega Movers

Monopoly Mega Movers is one of interesting multi-line slot chances. Here you can enjoy several symbols like Cat,
T-rex, Penguin and Rubber Duck. The game comes from WMS and presents 5 reels and 30 pay lines. Just spin and
you can win up to 100 casino spins. The game is available at Golden Nugget, Virgin, Tropicana and similar.

King Kong Fury

King Kong Fury represents one of the leading slot experiences. The game features the story of dinosaurs on Skull
Island which is a famous figure from the movies. The slot includes 5×4 reels and 50 pay lines. King Kong Fury
comes from NextGen and puts forward a number of random features with a lot of excitement and surprises. Just
access the chance at Caesars and Golden Nugget as soon as possible.

FairyTale: Red Riding Hood

FairyTale features the story of a little girl and awards customers with valuable bonuses like chests, locks, keys and
storybooks. The game comes from NetEnt and includes 5 reels and 20 pay lines. Here you will find three random
bonuses which award players with wilds, re-spins and free spins. Just play the game at Betfair, Golden Nugget and
Tropicana.

Family Guy

Family Guy is a popular casino chance developed by IGT. The game is based on the TV show of the same name
and features the story of some of your favourite characters. The chance includes 3×5 reels and several bonuses
and free spins opportunities. Family Guy includes three bonus rounds with up to $100,000 award. You can trigger
the bonus amount by choosing one of the symbols Peter, Stewie or Lois.

Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy

Anchorman is another real money slot chance which presents the story of the 70s. Once you start the experience,
you will come across several symbols including movie characters like the aviators, the KVWN van, Baxter and a
scotch glass. The Legend of Ron Burgundy comes from Bally Software and features 5 reels and 25 pay lines. The
game also features special bonus round and allows you to win free spins and Big Bonus. According to the opinion
of most slot analysts, the game is one of the best experiences which works in 60% of cases. The game is playable
at Golden Nugget, Tropicana and Virgin.

Starburst

The Starburst slot represents one of the best slots ever. Each time you hit winning combinations, you receive real
money prizes. Starburst includes 5 reels and 10 pay lines and comes from Net Entertainment. The slot is easy to
handle and navigate thanks to several gaming functions like lines, levels, coin value, spin, max bet and autoplay
function. The game features several bonus symbols, involving a number of wilds which emerge on reels number 2,
3 or 4. When one or more wilds emerge on the reels, Starburst Wild element starts and wilds cover the entire reel.
At the same time, other reels re-spin while new Starburst wilds expand for another re-spin. You can start the game



at 888 Casino, Betfair, Virgin or Golden Nugget.

Conclusion

As you can assume, slot games appear in various shapes and forms and award players with enormous prizes. They
stem from prestigious software companies which want to maintain the customers’ attention on the long -term
basis. That’s why you can find slot games a number of pokies which are regularly published and available to the
public.
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